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Encamp is a company. We are an award winning, 

venture backed tech startup on a mission to make 

EHS programs run fast, simple, and accurate.

Encamp is also a software platform. We think 

Encamp is the easiest way to understand, manage, 

and meet your EHS compliance requirements. With 

Encamp, you achieve a 360 degree view of your 

EHS program.

First off, what even is Encamp?



National SBEAP
Helping small businesses and assistance programs access environmental 

compliance and sustainable business information.

+

Encamp
New Tech Startup of the Year in Indiana. On a mission to make environmental 

compliance fast, simple, and accurate.



Problem: Companies must collect data, maintain records, and submit 
environmental reports to stay compliant.

This takes a huge amount of time 
throughout the year

Regulations are complex and 
mistakes are easy to make

Penalties are costly and people are 
nervous about compliance
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Solution: Encamp is a SaaS platform that simplifies data collection, record 
keeping, and automates submitting reports mistake-free and on-time.

Faster, more auditable, and cheaper 
than internal teams or external 

consultants

Business logic and friendly UI 
simplify regulations

Automated report submissions 
ensure timely and accurate 

compliance 
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We’re a startup - and we’re not going anywhere.

Encamp is Techpoint’s 2019 New Tech 
Startup of the Year and backed by premier 
Venture Capital Firms.
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Company Traction

August, 2018 September, 2018 December, 2018 April, 2019

$1.1M
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March, 2019

June, 2019
???

$1M



Some of our valued customers 
(157 total)

#


  Encamp: The EHS Compliance Cloud

Our product road-map involves doubling down on our 
hub-and-spoke model, establishing partnerships, and providing 
value to the regulated industries.



  It all starts with Encamp’s intelligent compliance calendar

Manage your compliance reporting schedule with 
total visibility.
Get an up-to-the-minute view of your entire compliance reporting 
schedule on a clean, visual dashboard.

You can sort compliance requirements by environmental media, safety 
requirement, task owner, and more, and track performance across all 
your facilities.



  Form Library

Straightforward compliance forms.
Compliance is complicated. Go way beyond tracking due dates and 
tasks by automatically linking required compliance forms and links for 
all state and federal environmental regulations. 

You’ll know exactly which forms are needed for each facility so you 
can streamline your reporting and record keeping.



  Facility Based Compliance

See everything about a facility in one place.
Go way beyond basic facility information. Every compliance due date, 
task, note, permit, SDS, employee, and more is accessible in a tidy 
detail page for each of your facilities.

With unlimited users, a beautifully simple user interface, and straight 
forward administrative controls, every employee in your organization 
has access to the information they need in one centralized system that 
everyone can understand. 



  Document Repository

Manage your compliance documents, permits, and 
more.
Encamp makes it incredibly straightforward to organize every permit, 
compliance report, compliance receipt, SDS, and more for your entire 
organization.

Employees will always be up-to-date on chemical hazards and 
protective measures with unlimited SDS uploads across all your 
facilities.



  Tasks & Teams

Assign and track tasks with ease.
Encamp makes it easy to assign and track tasks so you and your 
team always know what to work on next.

Connect tasks with facilities, compliance due dates, employees, 
training schedules, and more. 



Development Partners: Apps & Add-Ons

                  

Incident Reporting & 

Management

Fire Extinguisher 
Inspections

Shower/Eyewash 
Inspections

Waste Tracking & Profile 

Management 

Clean Air Act 
Reporting

Log & Manage 

HSE Inspections
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SBEAP Goals
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● Streamline compliance calendar to help customers know what 

their requirements are and how to report

● Notify regulated businesses when reports are coming up to help 

increase adoption of compliance best practices

● Compliance, not enforcement - get everyone on the same page



Ways Encamp Can Help
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● Co-branded Compliance Calendar

● Embedded Compliance Calendar

● Tracking number of website visitors

● Tracking total time on site and time on site per visit

● A simple compliance calendar to help people know requirements and how to report

● Notifying people when reports are coming up

+



Thank you, and have a 
safe day. 
- The Encamp Team
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